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Board May Vite For Voluntary RO
By BOB CUBBAGE
Copy Editor

According to a poll of board
members by The Easterner and
a perusal of the members' past record in voting on a voluntary
ROTC question, the Board of
Trustees will vote to eliminate
mandatory ROTC training by a
three-to-one vote in the Dec. 13
meeting. The meeting will be
held in the Camlin Room of the
Ridpath Hotel at 8 p.m.
Two board members have already decided on their vote.
Mrs. Frederick Wilson of Spokane stated: "I'm very much in
f~vor of having a voluntary
ROTC program on Eastern's campus. Discussions with President
Shuck and AS President Mike
Murphy have assured me that th~
quality of a voluntary program
will be just as high as a mandatory program.
"I believe there should be a
voluntary program on campus for
those who want to take it while
others shouldn't be forced to enroll in the course if they don't
want to," Mrs Wilson said.
"A tatical judgement" was

given as the reason for voting
against a voluntary program by
Melvin Voorhees, Pasco board
member.
" I want to resist the small
minority · calling for a total
abolishment of ROTC on Eastern·s campus. To eliminate a
mandatory program could open
the door to eliminating the entire program in the future . For
this reason, I'm voting against a
voluntar'y program," Voorhees
said.
Harvey Erickson, Spokane board
member, declined to discuss his
position on the !ong controversy
stating, "It ls not proper to discuss this vote with a newspaper."
Erickson also stated _that he had
expressed his position on the
matter in the June and July
meeting.
In those meetings Erickson
made a strong and vocal plea to
have the ROTC bill reconsidered
after Vorrhees had tabled it.
Whether this can be interpreted
that Erickson was opposed to
Voorhees stand on ROTC or
merely against sidelining an important issue is speculation but

AS- Chiefs Travel
To Nation's Capital
AS executives will make the
In the future, Murphy said the
trip to Washington D.C. during AS Council plans to change the
Thanksgiving vacation as planned requirement to 60 to 70 p_e r cent
because the required 2,000 stu- of the voters in the last general
dents failed to validate an AS election."
special election to prohibit the
Rentel commented that it is
$1.391 expenditure for their trip.
"unfortunate that the necessary
In the breakdown, a grand tot- 2,000 votes were not reached, but
al of 920 students voted in the the students did vote and initiate
special election, with 717 casting the action, which showed definite
votes in favor of the measure student participation in the govand 203 casting negative votes.
ernment of Eastern."
Initiative action stemmed from
the AS plan to send five AS executives to a National Associated
Student Government convention in
Washington D.C. at the $1,391
cost appropriated from AS funds.
Plans to establish a draft
Steve Blewett
and
Jerry
Shackette circulated a petition, counseling service on campus
collected a record 650 signatures have been defeated by AS
and succeeded in placing the Council, but a wound-healing
legislative measure on the spec- motion is pending which calls
for the deans to take a more
ial election ballot.
active
role as draft advisors.
In order to pass, the measure
Receiving recognition from
required 40 per-cent, of th~ student vote, or 2,000 students, to OC0 Representative Jerry An.validate the special election and derson, Vince O'Leary, an intwo-thirds favorable vote to re- terested party, introduced Reverand' Hepler, from Koinoina
scind the AS Council action.
Of the registered vote in the House, who cited his own exspecial election, 78 per cent of perience with students who
the voters cast their ballots in • came to him for draft counseling, and concluded, " I would
favor of the initiative.
AS President Mike Murphy com- like to see ii it is possible,
mented on the election as a some sort of draft counseling
"good example of what students structure here on campus .••
can do through the processes esAnderson then approached
the problem by saying, "I've
tablished."
In reaction to the constitutional talked to some of the girls,
requirement of 40 per cent -of the and they feel that student
student vote to validate the elec- money, also from their pockets,
tion, Murphy said, "40 per cent would be used for something
ls a bit unrealistic, we must move they would get no benefit
toward a more equitable point of from."
initiative procedure."
Anderson also pointed out

favors the former reasoning.
"There are cause.s and good
reasoning on both sides of the
question bu~ I tend to be more
sympathetic to a voluntary as
opposed to a mandatory program." L. C. Carmody of Yakima
said. Carmody is the nE~wly elected chairman of the board
Thomas Meagher of Spokane
is currently in South America
and was unavailable for comment on the ROTC issue. It
should be noted that Meagher
was also vocal in the July meeting when he, acting as chairman, reprimanded the board for
failing to resolve the question
at that meeting.
Also important is a request
made by Erickson, ~eagher and
Carmody to place the ROTC issue on the agenda of the November meeting after the Oct.
18 open hearing.

The Easterner.
Presents First ·
Literar.y Effort
With the last i11ue of the
quarter, The Easterner presents its first literary supplement. Entitled "lr,nisfree"
and edited by Terry Davis,
the supplement includes
art and poetry•
The eight-page pull-out
supplement includes only a
small portion of literary and
art works submitted by Eastern students.
If respo~se to this supplement is strong enough, a
similar publication will be
off.-.red in the winter qua,..
ter.

•

DIVIDED NO MORE-This gulley, which has blocked traffic in front
of the SUB for the past couple of weeks, has been filled in and the
street is expected to be opened shortly. The ditch was necessary in
order to lay pipeline to Petterson Hall.

'

AS Council Defeats Draft Proposal
that members of the administration are already available
for such advice, besides services provided by the governmental agencies, and called
for, "the immediate defeat of
this proposal.''
AS Attorney General Miles
Breneman questioned : " We
don't . . even know if we can
legally set up such a thing."
O'Leary, again recognized by
Anderson, then expounded
five points which he felt to
be reasons for passing the proposal.
" If it's a question of legality," O'Leary said, "the colleges in California have draft
counselors. As for the counseling now available, in my experience with the V.A., they're
confused and
don't
know
'
I
what's gomg on."
The other points boiled down
to the facts that: the draft system is illegal ; the Catholic
Bishops had recently come out
with tbeir statement support-

ing the young men who conscientiously objected to a pa rticular war ; and thirdly, as
O'Leary said it, " Draft counseling is such a private matter
that without a draft counselqr,
a student can't get any sort of
private counseling on campus
from the administration. "
Ed Woodell, O.C.C. Representative, · then refuted O'Leary's five points.
He stated, briefly, " ... we're
dealing with the Washington
State constitution, not California's; .. . . the apparent lack of
understanding in the V.A. ser·
vices is not a reason ;. .the
question of the legality of the
draft . system is the national
government's concern, not this
council's; .. ·.ahd' there is now
on campus, plenty of private
counseling available from
members of the administration.' '
Anderson . then attacked
O'Leary's accusation of nonprivacy.

"You (0.Leary) say that you
can't get private counseling
here from the administration.
Well, to that I say bullshit! I
haven't met a member or dean
of . this administration that
doesn't respect a student's
privacy," Anderson said.
The Proposal was then defeated 13-4 .
Gary Rentel then motioned
that such agencies as The Easterner, and the Ad Hoc Griefance committee should publicize and help make information as to the draft <;ounseling
services 'that do exist on campus available to students who
desire such help. This motion
carried, and . the debate was
ended.
Other actions taken· by the
Council, were the returning
of the Recre~tion Committee's
constitution for further revision and clarification .and the
acceptance of Streeter Hall's
new constitution.
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S8tVice Available

Wise Decision
In what must be the most austere
and wisest decision to date this fall, AS
Council last Thursday night defeated a
loosely-knit measure which would have
established a draft counseling office on
campus.
By a 13-4 vote, the council members
killed the measure which, if passed,
would have used an estimated $1,400
annu~lly to pay for the counseling service.

It is definitely essential to have an
agency on campus which can tell young
men what their service obligation is
under current laws and how they can
legally handle the matter. ·
As · Dear1 Hagie told the Council, why
have fastern students, male and female
alike, pay the huge amount for a service which already exists?°.
Any male student who wishes information about the draft should stop in
.at the dean's office.

Al Ogdon, assistant dean of students,
says he can't recall when a student has
asked him any question concerning the
draft other than "common queries about
student deferments." Why then be redundant and financially wasteful and
establish the counseling service?
After the roar died down 1t the
meeting and after the draft counseling
measure had been defeated, Executive
Vice President Gary Rental, obviously
actil'\G in a wound-healing capacity, of•
fared a motion for consideration. The
motion seemingly was designed to· pas•
ify proponents of the defeated issue.
Rentel's motion calls for more printed information about draft counseling
servi£es currently available. It also asks
for office hours when a student can
talk with a dean concerning service obligation, rights and responsibiliHes. It
likely will be passed by the Council.
Then all students need do is use the
available machinery.

Inglorious Days
More than 4,100 Eastern students
have again struggled through the red
tape and long lines which surface every
quarter during t~e inglorious two
weeks called pr:e-registration.
This quarter's pre-registration was
outwardly just as complicated as ever,
but not all the blame should be placed
with the Registrar's office. Many classes, most of which were 100 or 200 level, filled up early because class supply
did not equal demand.
For example:
One freshman coed, registering on
the first day she possibly could, found
all the classes she wanted to take
closed. Arm twisting with department
heads helped her eventually beat the
red tape and get some of the classes
she needed.
Other underclassmen weren't as

lucky. Many freshman and sophomores
found general college requirement
classes closed and thus, they were
forced to take any course that was
open.
Perhaps in an attempt· to make more

upper-division courses available, administration and department heads
have over-looked lower division introductory courses and general college requirements classes.
It now seems time for President
Shuck and Dean of Faculty George Kabat and al I other concerned administration officials to examine the entire process of registering. Likewise, now is the
time for students to be more vocal in
the matter of closed classes ..
And if it means burning an IBM card
outside President Shuck's office, so be
it.

DRAFT

DEAN .
O&OON

covNSEL\NG

<

AN EDITOR'S VIEW;_ _ _ _ ___:,____

Fall's ·Reflections
AS office,

By WILLIAM R. MORtlN

Editor
::>tudent aalvl~m and

1h~

fa1n1

proper course, based on their constituents' views, instead of the course which
they have defended and think is right,
regardless of what the students say.
The peoplfJ in student government
are supposed to be representing the
students and the students are supposed
to have a say in what is done.
Simply because enough votes were
not cast to validate the election everybody thinks everything is rosey and no
one even considers the fact that maybe
the 900 or so who did vote have expressed a valid opinion, ont! which deserves consideration.
Those who are elected to represent
as well as lead should start representing, instead of taking a position, defending it to the bitter end, and then
going ahead and taking action which
they know is opposed by a significant
portion of the student body.
If student government doesn't start
listening to what the students say, and
stop listel')ing to their little closed
group, then the students really have no
voice, and they will have to find other
ways to express themselves. As experience has shown, this can be very unpleasant. (JS)

apathy may be dying were the two
most prominent banners flying over
Eastern's campus during the past seven
weeks.
Never befor, in the college's history
have so many students cared about
what is going on. The percentage of
"activists," while still quite small, Is
growing and accomplishments should,
in the near future, become more pro•
nounced.
Areas which were touched and perhaps even guided by students' action
this fall ranged from this paper, to the
I

PRESIDENT SHUCK
_ _ _ _ _ _1_u_••_1_d_,1_v1_ng_,0_u•-----:-

President Emerson

Shuck. to th..........i...... i ...

'""'

Egg On Face
Last week the students decided to allow all five AS executive officers to
make their trip to Washington, D.C., for
a national convention.
A I ittle over 900 students voted in
the special election which was held on
the matter, and 78 per cent of those
who voted said all five should not make
the trip. If the AS executives had any
communication with the people, they
wou}d seriously reconsider the trip in
Iight of the precentage of students who
voted against the excursion.
This will never happen since who
would back down now after all the
promises and statements the executives
made. To not go now would be an admission that possibly, just possibly, the
best use of the r:noney is not this trip,
but then who wants to admit they are
wrong or there is a possibility they are
wrong?
It's time . that the people in student
government started paying attention tb
what the people they supposedly represent have to say. Admitting that you
could be wrong is not so hard to do.
So you get a little egg on your face.
People have much more respect fo~
their representative who will take the

to

...,
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Probably the most vocal group on

the scene-and it is bound to continue
in this capacity-was the Ad Hoc Grievance Committee headed by Vince O' Leary. The small band of students on
the committee may have accomplished
very little in terms of concrete results,
but AHGC did provoke many people,
including some high-ranking administration officials, to start examining the
status quo.
One administration corner which, for
the first time in the recent past, met
students this past quarter was President
Shuck. His "open forum" chat session
with students- the first in a seriesshould launch as more activism, if not
serious. thought.
The strongest attitude coming for
the forum and consistently from the
President's office seems to uy to Eastern students: "You are In charge of establishing and guiding your course."
Some students this fall took the opportunity. Here's a sample of the results:
-Negroes. on campus organized,
formed a Black Student Union and are
planning ways "of establishing Black
identity, pride and goals."
- A Free University, the idea of O'Leary and Darrell Phillipson, left the
early planning stage and is expected to
soon become a w~rking institution.
- Members of the Committee for
Peace in iVetnam and the ADGC staged
a demonstration in Spokane on election
day protesting "the lack of a choice."
Later in November· the CPVN sponsored
an open forum with this writer and the
editors of the Spokane Natural.
When student activism reaches a little higher pitch, apathy will finally be
wiped out on Eastern's campus. Activism wi II reach the needed peak only
when more "mainstream" individuals
become involved. And thar day isn't far

off.

•
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
el was of special concern to the
retreaters becau se of it's imporLETTERS TO THE EDITOR
tance to the academic affairs of
Any letter to the editor ,e.
everyone.
As a result of the Recelved by noon Friday pr•
treat student penetration is now
ceedlng the Wednesday pubbeing facilitated at the departllshlng day will be prrnted.
All letters must be signed,
•mental level. It is impossible to
type-written,
double-spaced
relate in one short letter all the
and not be more than 250
idea and concept of the Leadwords. All letters will be
ership Retreat that have alreadv
printed as received with the
Another free performance-and aland will have an impact on mi'r
By .RICK ALLEN
exception of paragraphing.
campus, it's student government
most guaranteed to be another success
Activltie~ Vic.• President
and on us as individua I tudent ·.
-is coming Monday, December 2, when
However. the Easterner pre entBeth Pederson returns to compus . Miss
Last week was a good week- starting
ed the Leadership Retreat a· bePederson was on car:npus earlier this
with Thursday, anyway. Denny Brooks
ing "A MICKEY MOUSE AFFEditor :
year for a performa nce during freshFAlR '', the only proposal really
started it off by hypnotizing 450 or
I sincerely doubt that when
mentioned was .. Wherever you go.
man orientation and received an "outmore people in Bali Lounge with a great
you wrote the article pertaining
there you are··. This particular
standing" rating from nearly everyone
singing performance. His standing ovato the "beer rap", you did much , statement was not meant to be
there. She'll be in Bali Lounge at 7:00
research into the case. For the funny but was meant to convey
tion, which began after Brooks had
editor of a paper which is read
on Monday, which is the day classes
left Bali and ended when the lights
the impression that at present'
by an entire campus to write an
resume after Thanksgiving vacation .
we can do nothing concerning
came on, was only the second in four
article without obtaining all per- student demonstrations, we can
Again, get there early, as this show
years j;tt Eastern . .
tinent facts or at least not print- only ask whether we want them .
is in coniunction with Eastern Days and
"Can we get him back?" was a quesing them is beyond my compreFull pages of meaningless picall Cheney residents and merchants will
hension. A copy of the Pearce
tion asked by more than one observer
tures were used to cover the
Hall housing contract clearly Leadership Retreat, the quality
be receiving free admission.
of the concert ..
states that any one possessing of which in some cases was lackEastern Days gets in full swing be*
*
*
alcoholic beverages in his room is
gir.rning on December 2 with the judging. This space could have been
Saturday's mixer in Tawanka, spon•
subjected to decisions made by put to a more meaningful use in
ing of the Eastern Days queen on Desored by Alpha Kappa Psi, Eastern's
respective dorm councils. The in- the explanation of up coming legcember 2 by the Cheney merchants.
dividuals involved in this case
Business fraternity, was the other out·
islation, or used as advertisement
were extremely lucky that they
For the first time since Eastern Days was
sta~ding performance of the week. The
space which is my understanding
were not expelled because it is sometimes cut to make room
initiated, the judging will take place on
Go-?Go girls, the Playboy Key and all
would probably mean expulsion for trite or useless articles and
campus. Bali Lounge of the SUB will be
the door prizes, a good band and lots of
from the school as well.
pictures such as " Demonsthenes
the judging site at 4:00 Monday, then
people made it the best mixer of the
I doubt whether the author of dripping on the floor " ( November
the queen will be announced at the
your article has any way of knowyear so far.
13, Easterner). The en.tire afl'air
Beth Pedersen performance tha1 night.
ing the age of the beer in quesAfter spending· probably $350, Al(retreat) was played up a being
tion. Does he know the con- a " drunken brawl'' , however 1
Other Eastern Days events include
pha Kappa Psi still made nearly $150dition these individual were in am of the opinion that a conjudging of dorm and campus decoraand they hope to top that figure on Febwhen they were apprehended?
siderable amount of work was
tions and the snow sculpturing contest.
ruary 22, when they salute George
You state that something should carried on and a great deal
The week officially ends on Decembe done about the so called accomplished . Admittedly there
Washington by throwing a "Happy
"orgies" that are held here . was a lot of fun from 6 p.m . on ,
ber 7 at the annual Christmas Ball. The
Bir.thday, GE:;orge Washington" mixer.
When someone is caught engaging
theme of this year's Ball is "Christmas
but the days were spent in labor
If it's anything like last Saturday's, they
in this practice he will suffer which went unacknowledged by
Magic". It's free, no corsage, semi·
may have to hold it in the Coliseum, bethe consequenses as did the the Easterner.
formal, and will be the last dance of
cause not many people will want to
three other indiv.iduals.
Sharon King
fall quarter .
Rules in a dorm are set up
.,
miss· it .
.
.
to , be foil owed and not to be
f'rlTrlTITIT 11·1 ·1· 1 Tl 'i' 11' ITl 'i' 11'1 'i: 1·1· 1 I 'i' ITl 'i'l 'i'I ITI 11·1 ·r1 ·;·1 ·r1 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl 'i'l 'Cl Tl 'i'l 'i' ITl Tl ·r, Tl,., Tl T
broken and when a college newspaper, who has nothing better to
do with their space but put in
pictures of Greek gods urinating
I
into buckets, condemns judgement on three individual~ who
could very well have been kicked out of the dorm , then I
fail to see too much good in
the prime space of "our" paper.
Mark Eckerich
John Ellis
Bob Jewell
Frank Kraucunas

..•

Edi torici I

·r,

·r

·r,

·r ·r
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CHRISTMAS MAGIC

V . B. Millen

Semi-Formal Ball

Ful If i 11 ing?
Dear Editor,
I send this letter with great
apprehension but with your new
policy of printing every letter to
the editor, I would like to submit my views concerning your
recent coverage of the Lea.dership Retreat because it is of importance to the student body
throughout the year.
I feel that the Lea~ership Retreat was a fulfilling example of
student jnterest and participation
in their own governmental process.
I found the Retreat t9 be very
rewarding both because of it's
satisfaction to me and for the
amount of work that was really
accomplished. Many of the areas
that are very essential and important to · us as the associated students were discussed and worked
upon with definite accomplishments.
I would like to mention a tiny
port.ion of the ideas that were
formulated at the Retreat. Relevant student concerns , such as
General College Requirements
were suggested to be changed to
be more beneficial to all students, one method presented by
the retreaters was to have college requirements on a creditno-credit basis. This is only one
of the proposals concerning general requirements. Student penetration at the departmental lev-

TAWANKA COMMONS
No Corsage

DECEMBER 7-SATURDAY

•
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Shuck, Murphy Open Forum Series
President Shuck and AS President Mike ~urphy were on the
firing line Wednesday in the third
and final open forum of the
quarter held in B.ali Lounge.
The discussion opened with
questioning from KEWC News
Director Rick Johnson, who asked
why the scheduled two-day election concerning the AS trip to
Washington, D. C. recently was
cut to only one day.
" I'd like to know why because
this smells, it really smells,"
Johnson said.
Johnson charged that Gary Rentel, executive vice-president, was
trying to block the election,
since it would be impossible for
two thousand p~rsons to vote
on paper ballots in one day,
when Cheney residents couldn't

do it in one day with machines.
When asked what he had to
do with the decision, Murphy replied, " Nothing, because the election is completely within Rentel's
responsibility.''
Election chairman Ed Woodell
stated he had sufficient staff
members to run it both days.
He added that, "It is my belief
that the blame lies with th~
EVP. "
When located after the forum,
EVP Gary Rentel said he made
the change Monday because no
one signed up to help run the
election.
''I was afraid there would not
be enough peopJe to run the
booths, so I cut it from two to
one day," Rentel said.
He added " There was ap-

parently a communications breakdown between the election committee and myself."
He stated that the election may
be held both Thursday and Friday, as it eventually was.
President Shuck took his turn
next by fielding questions, in the
most part, from Ad Hoc Grie-·
vance Committee head, Vince
O'Leary. O'Leary wanted to know
the reason behind the delays on
the ROTC issue.
President Shuck replied that
since two members have only
recently been appointed to the
Board of Trustees and another
member is out of the country,
the ROTC question has been deferred until the December meeting.
"It would be unfair for every-

one to bring this issue up until
they have the chance to learn
the whole story," Shuck said .
Regard.j.ng a question raised concerning a recent proposal by
the Washington State colleges' AS
Presidents to have a student
member on each board of trustees, President Shuck said that
there are other means of communications with the Board besides having a vote on it.
"It would also be disadvantageous for the student since he
would probably serve on the
board only one year, and it takes
that long to become fully acquainted with the issues, 11 Shuck said.
O' Leary went one step further
tand proposed all final decisions
concerning college policy should
be made by the student body.

·'

Eastern Days

Sta rt Monday
Eastern Days. with the purpose
·'to promote harmony among the
students of Eastern and Cheney
merchants.·· begi ns a week of
various activities next Sunday.
Chairman of the Eastern Days
promotion committee. Dave Lanza, made this statement to reflect
the spirit of good will which he
said exists between the town of
Cheney and the college.
Highlight of the Eastern Day::;
activities· is the annual Christmas
Ball held Saturday. Dec. 7. in
Tawanka Commons. The Ball is a
semi-formal affair which is free to
all Eastern students.
Reigning over the Ball will be
the Eastern Days Queen, chosen
by the members of the Cheney
Chamber of Commerce. Judging
of the queen candidates will take
place on Dec. , 2, at 4 p.m., in
Bali Lounge.
Each candidate will give a three
minute speech on " Cheney Businessmen and EWSC students ...
Coronation of the queen will
take place Monday night of Eastern Days week during the Beth
Peterson concert in Bali Lounge
at 7 p.m.
According to Lanza , the queen
will receive a $100 gift certificate,
compliments of Cheney merchants. Each of the two princesses will receive $25 gift certificates.
Campus decorations competition
is open to all organized 1i ving
groups. The decorating consists
of outside displays such as
Christmas lights a nd s now sculpturing (providing you know what).
Decorations competition will take
place Dec. 3.
Judging of the downtown businesses' decoration will also be
held.
Parades will be taking place
throughout the week on campus
to advertise Eastern Days, with a
large parade through downtown
Cheney on Saturday.

also feels that control of the concentration of 'grass' should be
regulated, just as alcohol is now.
" The concentration would be
low enough to allow the individual time to determine how
'high' he was getting and therefore would be relatively sa fe.
You mu ·t remember that alcohol
can kill you if enough is taken
m a short enough ti me. .. Bush
said.
He also proposed doing away
with the blood test for possible
drunk drivers and replacing it
with behavioral test , that would
judge a person's reactions and
ability to function properly.
· ·These behavioral tests would
also apply to marijuana ... Bush
added.
Bush named six -studies made
in the last 70 years upon whicb
he based belief that mariju~na
is not as dangerous as sometimes believed.
· ·The drug is not addictive :
there are no withdrawal symptoms and no physical discomfort.
even to heavy users. and harmful effects of a physiological nature ... Bush said .
He did say. however. that if a
pre-psychotic person smoked marijuana regularly a breakdown or
reaction might occur. He added
that it is possible for an emotionally disturbed person to acquire a dependence on the drug
just as with alcohol.
"But marijuana would be the
safer of the two." added Bush.
Bush dispelled the belief that
marijuana leads to heroin. but
did say. however. that they are
connected culturally.
"Marijuana users are usually
divided into two groups : the low
income slum dwellers. and high
school and college age youths.
who are liberal and politicallyminded, .. Bush said.
·' Heroin on college campuses is
almost non-existent, .. he added .

Speech,· Hearing
Test Program
An experimental program has
been initiated in the speech department this year to test for
speech and hearing defects. The
program is part of Education 101
class.

CHENEY
DRUG
Thanks to the Eastern stu• :
dents for Fall Quarter's busi- ;i
ness.
SWINGING CHICK-An unident1fied go-go dancer, a high schooler
from Medical Lake., socks it to a Saturday night dance audience in
Tawanka Commons. "Cyd" provided the music for the well-attended
Alpha Kappa Psi-sponsored event.

Overhea rd at the office : ·.. ~ow
that I'm officially 18. I don't
know whether to get married or
go out and see an adult movie ...

Hope to see all of you Winter Quarter.

WHAT ARE YOUR ODDS1
BENDIX CORPORATION

CONOCO
HOTTEST BRAND GOING!

33.9
WE
ACCEPT

I

f

Co-urt Board
Drops Fines
Three Pearce Hall residents,
Jim Burgess, Gary Berg, and
Steve Skipworth, convicted of possessing alcoholic beverages in the
dorm, had their sentences reduced
last week by the AS Judicial
Board.
Burgess, Berg, and Skipworth,
all freshmen, were convicted by
the Pearce Hall Judicial Board
on Nov. 6 of having beer in a
dorm room in violation of the
Pearce Hall Judicial Code.
Berg and Skipworth were fined
$20 and sentenced to work one
hour a day for the remainder of
this quarter and six weeks of
winter quarter. Burgess received
a $10 fine and one hour of work
a day for the rest of this quarter.
The AS Judicial Board reduced
the sentence to 24 hours of work
for Berg and Skipworth, 5 hours
of work for Burgess, and eliminated all monetary fines.
Mike Wickstead, Pearce Hall
president, represented Burgess,
Berg, and Skipworth, while Paul
Hutton, Pearce Hall attorney general, represented the dormitory.

Bush Advocates
Pot Law Change
Revision of the marijuana laws
wa advocated by the assistant
dean of students of Humbolt
State College in a lec ture Wednesda y in Bali Lounge.
Charles · Bush, speaking on
··Marijuana
Laws--A
Model
Pyschosi s." felt the present antimanJuana
laws are overlystrict.
' 'I'm in favor of the legal sa le
of marijuana to adults through
licensed di . tributor just as hard
liquor is now sold, " said Bush.
He also advocates lowering the
legal age to 18.
The self-pro[essed philosopher

" The board is very far away
from the school," O'Leary said.
President Shuck disagreed:
"This ls asking for a simplistic,
black and white answer to a difficult question. 11
He added that the Board of
Trustees exists to represent the
taxpayers of the state and is responsible to them .
O' Leary accused President
Shuck of dealing in generalities
not being specific on the issues.
The President replied that he
will try to take a definite stand
'.'but not if it is something I
don't wholly agree with. "

SHELL

•

UNION • CONOCO
CREDIT CARDS
102 1ST ST.

Personnel

Manager says . . .

Over the years we have had considerable experience in the employment of ex-military service officers. We can say, therefore, with conviction that a
commissioned military career, even a brief one, provides a man with leadership qualities that are essential in the management of an industrial organization.
Given two applicants with otherwise reasonably
equal credentials, we' ll take the man who has had
exposure as a military officer because it is clear evidence that he has the maturity and sense of responsibility that we want in our people.
See the ROTC Division for inform ation on how
obtain a commission.

you can

.J
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On Being AGreat Writer

By BILL STIMSON
...... w....
Although not too many people
run up to me and ask me how
I am able to be such a great
writer, I am sure it is on their
minds.
I have asked myself that question many times. I mean, what is
it that makes me able to break
into tough markets like The Easterner week-after-week. whil&others can't seem to rise above
Post, Playboy and Atlantic?
Just this: I have learned the
secrets of the trade. And how did
I learn these secrets? Did I study
other writers, or read a book on
how to write maybe? Not hardly.
There's only one way to learn
to write -- take a mail order
course.
I am so anxious to pass on
this great skill. I have designed
my own mail order course. I
have printed the first lesson of
this cou'rse below. If you like it.
send me $500 and I will rush
you the rest of the lessons and
a certificate saying you are qualified to have all your books and
articles pubhshed.
Lesson One: Short Stories
The first lesson deals with
short stories. Eventually you will
work your way up to medium
sized stories and long stories.
But for now, we will consider
the elements of this important
literary form.
· Every short story must have 1 l
a beginning 21 a body 31 an ending.
The Beginning
Every writer who ever lived
has agreed that a beginning is
absolutely essential, although some
have disputed its necessity.
Among great writers who have
used the beginning to open their
stories are Hemmingway and God
( "The Holy Bible" Simons-Shuster Press. $5.951.
The Body
Every story should have a body
( some mysteries have two or
three by
the
fifth chapter 1.
Among writers known for their
bodies are George Eliot ( Mary
Ann Evans,. Mary Ann Evans
(George Eliotl, and Gina Lola
Brigida.
The Ending
When you write your short
story. be sure to give it an ending. If you don' t, your short
story will turn into a long story
pretty damn fast ( see Lesson III l.
The effectiveness of many short

.

-~

stories depends on the surprise
ending. 0. Henry was a master
of the surprise ending ( he wrote
much of his material while in
prison. His checks were apparently
not of the same quality as other things he had written).
A lesser known surprise-ending
practitioner was Wally VanPlume.
His first short story. .. Dea th of
a Solicitor" told of a beautiful
blonde who was found dead in
. her apartment. It described for
5,000 words the exacting and dangerous investigation of Lieutenant
Claud Byalion.
The whole case is broken wide
open in the last paragraph when
Byalion learns that the beautiful
blonde was 103 years old and died
of natural causes.
Ironically enough. Van Plume's
career had a surprise ending soon
after that story was published.
Characters
There are two basic type s of
characters in modern fiction : 1 l
men 2, women . .
These basic types have evolved
over thousands of years of story
writing ( see " Origin Of The
Species,·· Public-Works Press Series. $7.951.
Plot
The plot in a story could be
compar~d with a burial plot. al-

though it wouldn't be very appropriate becau se they are very
different.
There a re four basic plots: 1)
Boy meets girl, he wins World
War II, they live happily ever
after. 2) Boy meets girl, he gets
killed in World War II, she lives
happily ever after. 3) Boy meets
girl, girl hates boy, they get married (known as the "Doris Day
Dichotomy"). 4) Boy meets boy,
book is banned in Boston. 5)
Boy meets girl, boy meets girl,
boy meets girl, !"We can't go on
meeting like this"), they kill girl's
husband.
Assignments
Now you know all there is to
know about writing the short
story. Here are some suggestions
for practice:
1. Write a short story using plot.
style and characterization to interest the reader.
2. Now write a s hort story
using sex to interest the reader.
3. How important do you think
plot. style and characterization
are?
4. What do you think of 0.
Henry's style ? Try writing a bad
check with a surprise ending .
Now hurry and send me your
$500. You'll love being a writer -but not very damn much I'll bet.

Campus radio KEWC, in cooperation with the Cheney Chamber
of Commerce, will kick-off "Eastern Days" next Monday. says
Chairman David Lanza .
The week-long event will start
with selection and coronation of
a queen and two princesses who
will reign over the festivities .
Prior to the beginning of the
week, campus living groups will
have selected the candidates for
the queen race. The first judging will be on Dec. 2 in Bali
Lounge, Lanza said.
Each of the candidates will
have to give a three minute
speech on the subject "Cheney
Businessmen and Eastern students."
The selection of the queen and
her court will be made by a
committee of Cheney merchants
and the final announcement of
the winner. will be made at 7
p.m . Dec. 2 in Bali. Music and
entertainment for the coronation
will be provided by Beth Peterson.

Lanza said the week 's activities
also include snow sculptu,ring contests. a parade. noise rallies and
the Christmas Ball on Dec. 7.

Shortly after the start of next
quarter Eastern students will begin using the facilities of a new
··first class" Student Health Center which is now being constructed at the corner of Seventh and
Elm. says Dr. E .R. Hasse, a
Cheney physician .
The center, a part of a local
medical clinic being built by ChenMedical Associates, will be equipped and staffed by the ACMA
and leased to the school for exclusive use· by students. Part ot·
the clinic will be used by the
CMA for their private medical
practice.
The center is e xpected lo open
on or near Jan. 15.
Student services ava ilable will
include diagnosi~ a nd treatment
of illness on an out-patient basis
a nd up to five days in-patient
care at the ce nter for each illness. Also available will be minor
emergency surgery, X-ray facilities.
laboratory facilities and 24-hour
emergency medical aid.
Not included will be treatment
for injuries, other than First aid, and

extended . treatment for chronic
diseases. Optical care, pre natal
care, surgery and ambulance service also are not included in the
terms of the contract.
In return, the school will pay
Cheney Medical Associates, which
includes Hasse, Dr. John Murphy,
and Dr. Wilfred Gamon, $22,000 a
year plus $4.84 a student per
quarter.
Under the lease agreement it is
up to the CMA to furni~h the
staff for the Student Hea lth Center. Current plan s call for the
present infirmary staff to r<'si_gn
from the state job at the school
infirmary and go to work for
Cheney Medica l Associates in the
leased facility .
The transition from the pre:--ent
facility to the new center will
take only one da.v.

MAIN STREET
BARBER SHOP
EXC.EiUENT HAJRCUTS
320 Main, Cheney

LOW YOUR

TO POSTER SIZE
Get your own Photo poster. Send any Blac:I, and White or
Color Photo. Also any newspaper or magazine photo.

PERFECT POP ART
Poiter rolled and mailed in sturdy
tube. Original returned undamaged.
Add ~ for postage •nd handling
for l:AOi item Ofdered, Add Local
Sales Tu . No C.O.D. Send check
1:ash or r.., .0. To :

PHOTO MAGIC

A

szs.oo

Value for

.2x3 Ft-s3so
lx4 Ft.•$7.50

Fram• for 2x3 Ft. Poster only $3.50

210 E. 23rd St., Dept. C-100 New York, N.Y. 10010

Dealer in uiries invited

'EASTERN DAYS' ENTERTAINMENT

BETH PEDERSON

CHENEY
Department Store
For all of your foot weu needs.

(Performed at Freshman
Orientation - Great!)

I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ ' ~:

Elur l:laim To Fame

t. :

VAL IJE

l]ltiniate
WE NEVER URGE A.CUSTOMER
TO SPEND l\'IORE THAN HE CAN
AFFORD
Beauty in ll fi11e <lic1111011,l is 11ot
1netls1tred by it.~ sizP.

Only $99.95 • set

Smith Jewelers
40

5
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New Health Center
Opens In January

Promote Harmony

Is EW Days Goal

THE EASTERNER

BALI.LOUNGE-DEC. 2 7:00-FREE
Coronation of Eastern Days Queen
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Second Time Over
By BILL CARTER
Sport, Ed,tor

Beginnings and Ends. So it is with sports here at Eastern.
Football season finally ended, to the relief of a tired,
battle-worn football squad and its disheartened followers. A year of frustrations like never before in precedential tfmes here at Eastern and hopefully one which will
never be duplicated .
Riding high with the hopes of another playoff, half
the returnees were bashed and mutilated beyond the
poinJ. .of .c;ompetition before they donned the jersey for
the first game. "This is ours . : . and we will carry it with
us as we go, leaving some of us behind on every field . ..
Nobody knows why it is so . .. Thereby the rest of us can
go on and on," (Ernie Pyle) may well have been the motto
for the club. They had to go on and go on they did, battling from behind every step of the way, yet they only
suffered one really crushing defeat. That one was at the
hands of Boise College, who shut them out (20-0) for the
first time in four years. This was considered to be Eastern's
worst defeat. in recent years.
_ . """'-"",°"W·'

Thank God!

The team managed to
produce its individual stars
despite the fact that some
of the top talent was on the
sidelines all season. Nine
Savages were named to the
All-Conference team. But
the team was handicapped
because it was unable to
field a team of experience
or the same· team every
week beoause iniuries still
plagued the club.

Coach Brent Wooten
can only look toward next
year in view of a quote not
COACH E. V. KRAUSS
attributable to him: "We
Com• on · · · fans
shall not pass this way
again." Bill Diedreck, Ray Stookey, Art Sullivan and Dan
Hartman were injured before the season began and will
be red-shirt returnees next year. This, and the fact that
four of the nine men the Savages placed on All-Conference rosters will be back, make the future brighter than
the past.

PREVIEW OF COMING ATIRACTIONS
Now doesn't that sound like the movies. With fall
quarter coming to an end, Eastern's hoopsters are "hoopin' it up" over in the Fieldhouse in preparation for their
season openers Dec. 6 and 7 against Western Montana
and St. Martin's (both at home, by the way). The basketball team, coming off a mediocre season last year, may be
headed for an unprecedented great year. But that's another column.
Coach E. V. Krauss has done a darn good job of
coaching and recruiting and the players have done a darn
good job in training and practicing. Let's hope the interested stereotypes in the area do their job too. Beside·s, it
could be a spectators field day.

GRAPPLERS
The start of wrestling practice indicates an "up tight"
·s eason may be forthcoming from the grappling ranks at
Eastern . The Ev-Co conference has long been dominated
by Central in this relatively obscure sport and most likely
will continue to be for at least another year. The Wildcats
draw on a seemingly never-ending supply of mat talent
from the Big Bend_area, and their outstanding reputation
attracts numerous out-of-sj:.ate prospects to pad their talent-laden roster.
The Savages will undoubtedly be set back this season by the loss of Mike Hirai, an excellent Japanese wrestler, but new Coach John Crane will attempt to revitalize
his troops with several freshmen and JC prospects. The
squad will be anchored around veteran Mike Wright, a
154 pounder with a l 0-3 record from last season .

A team is only as strong as it's
·•eakest link and a man .,becomes
strong through his weaknesses.
That could very well be the
philosophy of head football coach
Brent Wooten as he reviewed the
1968 football . eason and previewed the 1969 grid team .
The injury-plagued Savages suffered a big disappointment right
from the first intra-squad scrimmage when All-America quarterback Bill Diedrick separated his
shoulder, hopeful starter Art
Sullivan broke his arm, All-Conference halfback Ray Stookey aggravated an old ankle injury and
star tackle Dan Hartman banged
up his knee. All were sidelined
for the season.
The only bright note that arose
from this near wipe-out was the
fact that all the players retained
their eligibility for next year.
Hartman , Stookey and Diedrick
are seniors.
Wooten wa s left with the job
of making experienced players out
of a relatively young ball club
in hopes of at least keeping the
unmarred record of Eastern
from being badly damaged . The
effort resulted in a disappointing
season in which Eastern lost
everal clo e contests .
'The root of our problem was
injuries,'' aid Wooten , ' but only
one ga me out of the eason wa
embarrassing and that wa s the
Boi se game. "
The Savages suffered their first
shut out, 20-0, in five years in
that game that wa rated as the
worse defeat for the Savages in
recent years .
"The other games were won

Busy Boxers
To Visit Pen

Having launched their busiest
period of the eason last night
in the Fieldhouse, Eastern 's
with some good breaks, but the Amatuer Athletic Union Boxers
team didn't have the winning take to foreign soil for the first
attitude of past years," said the time Dec. 5 when they do batmentor. "We couldn't pull out tle, figuratively speaking hopethe close ones."
fully , with the Walla Walla State
More injuries haunted the Sav- Penitentiary.
Coach Fred Bozanich took a
ages as the season progressed and
Wooten was forced to find cap- preliminary junket to the prison
able people for the spots .
last week to view films of the
"Switching personnel didn't penal punchers.
help, ' he said. " All in all it was
Prison fighters have a wella very disappointing season. "
earned reputation for being good,
There is always a bright side solid boxers, having little else to
to every story, a the saying goe , do but .. practice, and Bozanich
and next eason could be that thinks the bouts will provide exbrighter side.
cellent training for his troops .
Diedrick, Stookey , Sullivan and
A rematch will be held at
Hartman will all be back , along Eastern sometime, in late Dewith four of the nine players cember or possibly January .
Eastern placed on the All Ev-Co
Decemb~r 19 Bozanich will enteam. They include black-helmeted ter a select few boxers in a
Gary Wilkes and Fred Morford , tournament in Seattle, and shortly
Carl Jones and two-time All Ev- afterwards has scheduled a bout
Co choice Greg Gavin.
with Washington State University .
"Svendsen will naturally be
tough to replace, but one strong
point now are the ends." John
Perry, Bob Picard and Kermit
Wigen saw much action for the
Savages this year and all will
As an anti-climax to a fine seareturn for the 1969 season.
son in the Pine League, the
Encouraging to any team is the Eastern girl 's volleyball team
possibility of good prospects who trounced Washington State in an
may turn into outstanding ball international match Friday at
players. Four talented players the Fieldhouse.
were ineligible this year and will
The women captured the fir t
turn out next season .
to
ubdue the
three game
John Donnelly , 6' 3" 225 pound Cougarettes.
lineman, Dan Toelkes, a sophoTwo seniors graduate from the
more linebacker who may take team - Chris Carseen and Linda
Jerry Anderson ' s vacant spot, Fry.
Russ Boyes , a speedy running
back transfer from Sacramento
State, and Ron Lyde , who played for the Savages last year,
will all join the squad in late
August.

Volleyballers
Stop Cougs

Savages Drop Seventh
To Close out Season
By JENNIFER N. PATOWSKI
Sports Writer

Eastern finished the 1968 football season on an unhappy note
last week as the Savages dropped
the final non-conference game to
Southern Oregon. 38-31.
The loss left the Savages with
a 3-7 won-loss record for the
season, a far cry from last year's
championship 10-0 slate when the
Savages were second in the nation for NAIA sma·ll colleges.
The Southern Oregon game was
lost on interceptions and the absence of --~some badly needed
breaks, Statisticwise the two
teams were fairly even throughout the game, with both teams
having its share of spectacular
plays. The Red Raiders capitalized on six interceptions from
the arm of Savage quarterback
Tommy Thompson and went on
to turn each break into a scoring
opportunity.
Eastern went ahead in the
game early in the opening period when Tom Halfmoon booted
a 19 yard field goal. The play
was set up after Halfmoon recovered a SOC fumble on the
Oregon 25.
Things got tense when Oregon
came back on a drive that went
83 yards after the EWSC kickoff.
SOC quarterback Dave Barger
plunged from the one for the
score with 2: 54 left in the first
period.
The Savages, working from the
shot-gun formation, proved to be
the most effective in the air.
Thompson heaved 52 passes for
304 yards, but the five interceptions nearly nullified his efforts . The shot-gun formation
gives the quarterback more time
to throw , but also allows the defense to cover the receivers closer.

Halfback Rick Hardie chalked
up the most yards on receptions
in the Oregon game. He grabbed
seven aerials for 121 yards and
two touchdowns. The two TD's
came on 43 and 29 yard tosses
from Thompson,
Dave Svendsen, All-America and
two-time All Ev-Co end, hauled
down six Thompson passes and
scored on 61 and nine yard
tosses.
Eastern missed a scoring opportunity late in the third quarter when they failed to inove
effectively on a SOC fumble recovered by Ed Fisher. Fisher
and black-helmeted Gary Wilkes
worked as a team when Wilkes
caqght SOC halfback Dick Dipple
on an end sweep, making a bonejarring tackle which knocked the
ball loose. Fisher, coming up
from his safety position, scooped
the ball up but lost his balance
and fell on the Oregon 27.
Eastern was stopped on four
downs as they tried for the first
down on a fourth -and-seven pass
play.
,_

WE'RE PROUD
THAT WE
iAN HELP
You'll get fast service forifinancial assistance, when you need ·
it most .

CHENEY BRANCH

SEATILE Fil RST
NATIONAL BANK
423 1ST. STREET

MADDUX
CLEANERS & TAILORS
~~

THE CLEANERS WITH
\A HEART/
WE CLEAN __ YOUR
CLOTHES WITH LOVING CARE
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Cheney Invitational
Competitionls Set

12

~=h·~.~~~~a~!! • .transfer from Northeastern Colorado JC In ·sterling Colorado is counted on b
fourth-place tn the Na~~o::rvJl~e hconsldlerabhl• backcourt firepower this HH;n. Bullock led his team
'- c amp ons ip1 last year.

t!

Holiday Practice Scheduled
Cleodis Ray: 6-7 center from
While other students get some from Columbia Basin JC in PasCasper
Community College, Casco.
Jerry
was
second
in
the
state
extra days off over Thanksgiving
per,
Wyoming.
He is a sophomore.
vacation to eat the bird, the JC scoring last year with a 19
Saturday, Nov. 23, the Red team
Savage basketball team will con- point average. He was also Alldefeated
the Blue team in an
State
JC
last
year.
Jerry
is
a
tinue to practice, practice, pracintra-squad
scrimmage, 87-81.
tice, for the upcoming basketball native of Carey, Ohio.
Bill Broderick: 6-4 forward Coach Jerry Krause commented,
season starting Dec. 6 against
from
NIJC in Coeur d'Alene, "Team defense was much imWestern Montana in . the FieldIdaho. Bill, as captain of the proved. Our shooting was far
house.
In preparing the team for the team, led them to a 22-9 record. below normal, only 38% from
Duane Barnett: 6-0 guard from the field. This is due to strong ·
first game, coach Dr. Jerry
I5rause and assistant Ron Raver Grene River JC, Kent, Wash. defensive emphasis this past week
have · been putting strong em- Duane was captain of the team and addition of other offensive
phasis on team defense and re- that placed second in the State options."
Leading rebounders of that
JC championships last year. Dubounding.
"We have some real fine shoot- ane is a sophomore and will be scrimmage were Al Sims-11, Jerry
Arlington-IO, Al Gale-10, and Walers on our club this year,'' said red-shirted this year.
ly Niles-9. Leading scorers were
coach Krause, "and with our style
George
Gamble:
6-2
guard
from
Jim
Boxely-18, Dave Lofton-20,
of play, the team should proSpokane Community College. Geo- Dave Pounds-17, and Joe Bulvide some exciting basketball
rge lead the team in scoring lock-18. Leading in asslsts were
for the home crowds.''
last
year. George is a junior and Jim Boxely with 6 and Mike
A good example of this so far
has been seen in intra-varisty wili also be red-shirted this year. Maloney with 5.
scrimmages held the last couple
weeks. The philosophy of fastbreak basketball and pressure defe:nse is about as exciting and
colorful as basketball
.
.can get.
· Heading the roster is Dave Lo'fton, 6-2 forward who scored over
700 points for the season and
lead the state of Oklahoma in
scoring last year. Joe Bullock:
5-11 guard from .. Northeastern
Colorado JC, Sterling, Colo. Bullock averaged 12 points a game
and 12 assists. Bullock is a native
of White Plains, New York. Joe
was All-State High School in New
York his senior year. Northeastern Colorado finished fourth
in the nation of Junior Colleges
at the National JC Championships last year.
Al Gale: 6-4 forward is also
from Northeastern Colorado JC
and was the team's third leading
rebounder. Al averaged 12 re. bounds and 12 points a game .
J erry Arlington : 6-3 forward
•

'

..

-

I

Two of the nation's outstanding rifle teams will be at East~rn next Saturday to participate
m the Cheney Invitational.
~ontana State, defending collegiate co-champions, and the
University of Alaska will send
teams to the half-course international event.
The University of Washington
and Oregon State have also accepted invitations to the meet.
Major Donald Parman, rifle
coach at Eastern, will enter two
o~ his teams against the topfhght competition.
Competing for Eastern will be
Jim Zimmerman, Rich Cornwall
Rick Hamrick and Bob Wood
on the number one team and
Ken Hendriks, Pat Culligan,
Dave Lang and Ken Bartz on
the second squad.
Montana State is sending two
team s, one of which is the ame
one that tied Murray State for
la st year' s national champion ship.
That team include two of the
finest women shooters in the
na tion , Toni Rhein and Cathy
·
Curnow.
Miss Curnow ha s fired a score
of 1131 for a full -course meet.
and Miss Rhein has dead-eyed
a 1099.
·
Eastern's best performance in
this event has been a 1095 by
Jim Zimmerman several week·s
ago in the U of W Invitational. ·
Eastern 's team score at that
meet was 4353, compared to
Montana ·s 4477 effort in winning
the Big Sky tournament last year.
Parman called that an ~xtraordinary total, however, and is
counting on the home range ad-

was indicative of their strength
or not.

" This will be a definite upset
though if we win ,' ' said Parman.
" These kids from Montana and
Alaska are pretty fair shooters."
" In reality," he admitted, " this
meet will be somewhat like
the Spokane Indians playing the
Detroit Tigers. It will be a pleasure to shoot with them , byt
we may be out of our league. "
A defeat would be the rifle
team's first of the year after
three consecutive victories.

DON'T MISS
THE CRESCENT'S
"SKI-IN"
Come on to the Auditorium I
Saturday, November 30th
and here's what you' ll see:
• A feature film of "Bunny
and Clod" by Willie Bogner
... followed by other " gruve" films
• Informal modeling of sk i
wear and ski equipment at
2:30 p .m . and again at 7:30
p .m .
• Free 7-Up, Courtesey of
7-Up Bottling Comapny
• live Music . . . that's really "In"
• Drawing for Great Door
Prizes after each show .
Make a note . .. the place to
be Saturday, November 30th
is The Crescent's Auditorium
Downtown, Sixth Floor .. '.
see yo u,there!

in the National Rifle Association sectional last year, but Parman is not sure if that score

'

Al's Chevron
1st & D Street

ATLAS SNOW TIRES
Studded and Non-studded

ANTI FREEZE
Fast Friendly Service

DRIVE-IN
BANKING
.

Enjoy the convenience of fast, friendly drivein window service and lots of roomy parking
at our new modern building - corner of
Highway 11 and Marshall Road.

...

fARfflBRSlffllRCHADTS

lllllber
FDIC&
federal Reserve
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Shuck, Johnson
To Travel West

Eastern's president, director of
planning and devel~pinent and
executive alumni secretary will
leave Dec. 10 on a trip to the
west side of the state to talk
to legislative liaison committee
members and state legislators
concerning upcoming legislative
action that will affect Eastern . ·
President Emerson C. Shuck ,
director of planning and development, Ken Kennedy, presidential
aide, and alumni secretary Graham Johnson will make stops
through out the west side during
their three day trip.
In the past the school's representatives were concerned primarily with talking to the liason
committee members, who served
as middlemen between the school
and the legislature, but this year,
through efforts of alumni, conferences have been arranged with
individual state representatives.
Topics to be discussed include:
budget, increased enrollment,
facilities and capital appropriations.

Manzo Named
National Head
Dr. Ralph D. Manzo , professor
of music, has been named naEASTERN'$ ANSWER TO A CHINESE FIRE DRILL-PRE-REGISTRATION. Students scramble for SNckets and a plac~ In llnge H more clan- tional c~airman by the Ameres are posted as being closed during pre-registration. Unofficially 4,100 students submitted to the rat race of signing up Nrly for their winter ican Choral Directors Association
quarter classes. This would be a drop of 1,400 from fall quarter.
·
to head
research study on the
status of competition-contest
choral festivals throughout the
country.

a

Pre-registration Tops 4,100;
Computers Still Tabulating

Dr: Manzo, who dir~c,s Eastern's Symphonic 'Chior and the
widely traveled EWSC Collegians,
bas been named the outstanding
colleg~ choral director by First
Chair America. The honor was
awarded because of \the excel:
lence· of the two vocal groups
as well as Dr. Manzo's outstanding activities as an adjudicator.

An estimated enrollment of 4,100
Winter quarter Fieldhouse regisstudents during the two-week tration will increase in order to
winter quarter pre-registration has meet the 5,500 enrollment of fall
been advanced by an unofficial
source. However, Assistant Regis-

trar Delbert Liljegren declined
Monday to venture an estimate
on enrollment since information
was unavailable from the computers .
Liljegren said pre-registration
went off according to plan with a
minimum of complications arising during the complex process.

The large surge of freshman
and sophomore students on the
fi rst day of their scheduled twoda y pre-registration period was
cited by Liljegren as the sole
major complication that arose during the entire period.
" We didn 't expect such a surge
of students," he explained , " and
it placed a bigger load upon our
workers ."
In comment on the early closure
of classes, the assistant registrar
said the limiting factors were
the dual requirements of upper
and lower class students and the
lack of classroom space on campus.

The number of faculty personnel available caused a further
limitation upon the English department, he added.
Several students voiced questions on the express purpose of
the number stamped on the white
card issued at the final checkout desk. Liljegre:n said the card
is the student's admission slip to
the drop-add period scheduled
January 7-9 after the commencement of regular winter quarter
classes. Times are printed .on the
card.

quarter , he speculated .
Fieldhouse registration will be

SPOKANE COLISEUM

held January 3 from 8:30 a .m. to
4:00 p.m. for all students who
have not pre-registered.
Regular classes will commence
on January 6.

PUBLIC ICE SKATING

Voice Seen
For Students
An effort to increase student
participation in departmental affairs has been announced by
AS president Mike Murphy . Students would sit in on the individual departments as advisors
on student opinion of certain aspects on courses within the department if his tentative plan is
accepted by th.e departments and
students, Murphy said .
"Most of the departments have
been contacted and are very receptive to the idea,'' Murphy
said. "The next step is to inform
students and generate interest in
them."

Letters will be circulated next
week to all campus groups to
inform them of the opportunity.
" That's as far as we can go, "
Murphy saict. "After that it's up
to the students to take their
places in these departments."

Art Dept. Chief
Going To Capital

Dr. George W. Lotzenhiser, director of the Division of Creative
Arts and chairman of the department of music, will represent the
Significance of the procedure, college at the 44th annual meethe explained, is to observe the '\ ing of the National Association
first-come, first-serve basis prac- .of Schools of Music in Washingticed in pre-registration..Thus, the ton, D. C., next week.
first 100 students to pre-register
More than 350 member schools
will be granted first crack at will be represented at the threedrop-add.
. , day meetings which opened MonLiljegren stated he would like day.
to express his thanks and sinNASM is responsible for the ac
cere appreciation to Eastern stu- creditation of all music degree
dents for their consideration, pat- curricula. Eastern has been acience and orderly manner " dur- credited . and a member of
ing the hectic process."
NASM since 1963.

"

NOVEMBER SCHEDULE
Saturday, November 30
DECEMBER SCHEDULE
Sunday, December 1
Saturday, December 7
Sunday, December 8
Saturday, December 1<I
Sunday, December 15
Saturday, December 21
Sunday, December 22
Monday, December '23 (Tent)
1:00 to 3:00 p.m. 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
CHILDREN 50c
ADULTS 75c

Skate Rental,
Refreshments - Mv1lc for Private

Parti ..

DIAL FA 8-2110

Musical X-Mas
Concert Dec. 8

IT- TEARS
YOU

Eastern's annual Christmas concert featuring choral organizations will be held Dec. 8 at 8: 15
in Showalter auditorium .
Performing will be the Colleg-.
ians and Symphonic choir, directed by Dr. Ralph Manzo; Madrigal Singers and Tri Debs, directed by Mrs. Beverly Mutch;
ROTC Chorale, headed by Sam
Smith and Robert Metzgar; and
the Concert choir, a training
group for Symphonic choir, under Metzgar.
Featured compositions include
" Christmas Tree" and "Meaning
of Christmas" , by the Collegians;
excerpts from Bruckner's "Te
Deum" and Dorati 's " Missa Brevis", Symphonic choir; and Willan's Rodie, Christus Natus Est,
Con~ert Choir.

SPOKANE
Ski Headquarters
Complete Service Shop

Popul•r Brand,
Head
Rossignol
Marker
Molitor
Lange
Roffe
White Stag

SIMCHUCK
SPORTING GOODS
Downtown: W. 1325 First Ave.
Sh•dle Center

Unlvenlty City
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